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5344-Real Time GPS Tracker Kit with 80 Hour Battery

How to charge the extended battery: Connect the extended battery to the power supply.
Before you begin it is recommended to fully charge the device.

● 10 hours to fully charge ( 1 hr of charge = 10% battery life)
● Red light on charger = Charging
● No light on charger = Fully Charged

NOTE: The only way to charge the extended battery is with the extended battery charger. The
USB port on the side of the tracker will NOT charge the battery.

NOTE: Battery life can be seen online, but battery life can also be estimated by the push button
on the extended battery. The device will need to be in motion to provide up-to-date information.



How to login:

Full Computer Website: app.usfleettracking.com
Mobile Phone Website: m.usft.com

App download: US Fleet Tracking Mobile

● Once the unit is activated, log into the web portal.
● Login with the username and password you provided on the subscription forms.
● Take the device out for a test drive to gain initial data.
● After a 10 min test drive, log back into the web portal to see the device indicating the

current location.

NOTE: If moving less than 10mph, the device will transmit every 20 feet. If moving faster than
10mph, the device will transmit every 10 seconds.

How to use the mobile website: m.usft.com/APP
● Open either the downloaded APP or go to the mobile website.
● Login with the username and password you provided on the subscription forms.
● Map: Shows the current or last known location of the device.
● Devices: Under the devices tab is a (>) button.
● (!) Button: This button will show the most current information about the vehicle

including: name, location, GPS satellite count, battery percentage, speed, last moved
and last updated.

● Settings: Change settings for map, and logout.
● Playback: (NOTE: only available on the iphone App) Replay existing data.

NOTE: The web portal is constantly refreshing the web page; because of this the website will
not function in incognito or private browsing mode.



How to use the full website: app.usfleettracking.com
● Open a new webpage and navigate to app.usfleettracking.com.
● Login with the username and password you provided on the subscription forms.
● After login the device should present the current or last known location.
● Click on the device on the map to bring up current or last known information including:

name, location, GPS satellites count, battery percentage, speed, last moved, last
updated, etc..

● The report center on the bottom left corner will provide everything including reports, alert
system, vapor trail, device information and live chat support.

● Click any of the (?) buttons for video tutorials, and explanations of the individual
settings.



Getting Started: As soon as a SpyCentre representative processes your information and
takes monthly payment, the information is then given over to the server representative and the
device is activated on the account. Activation time is 1-2 hours after the information has been
processed by the server. The first step is to log into your account to check if the device is online.
If the account is accessible for over an hour but no device is visible then take the device out for
a minimum 10 minute test drive to acquire new data.

How to install the extended battery:

● The extended battery connects to the active GPS tracker by replacing the existing
battery. The first step is removing the trackers’ original battery.

● On the bottom side of the GPS tracker is a belt clip.To release the clip pull on the top of
the clip away from the tracker. This will release the clips’ connection.

● After the clip is removed there is a hex head screw that is removable with the supplied
Allen wrench (you will need this screw later).

● After the screw is removed the back plate cover can be removed, exposing the battery.
● Remove the battery.
● Rescrew the hex head screw into the device, minus the battery cover, since it holds the

shell of the device together. Do not include the battery cover, as it would pinch the wires.
● Connect the golden connector prongs of the extended battery to the golden prongs of

the tracker.
● To hold the device together with the battery inserted, utilize the included rubber band.

How to install the battery and tracker within the weaterized magnetic case:

● There is a specific way the tracker and extended battery fits within the magnetic case.
Placing the device within the case incorrectly can lead to inaccurate data.

● Place the extended battery within the case first, opposite the magnet.
● Once the extended battery is within the case, place the tracker into the case with the

sleek surface facing away from the extended battery, then close the case clasps.

NOTE: the completed build of the device should resemble the following picture:



Troubleshooting guide: LIVE technical support agents at 405.726.9900

Poor satellite visibility: The GPS antenna cannot see directly through metal. Change
the location of the device if low satellite count occurs.

● 0-8 satellites = poor visibility
● 9-11 satellites = good visibility
● 12+ satellites = great visibility

NOTE: Certain types of metal such as steel can trap or prevent satellite connectivity. It is
perfectly fine to locate the device directly next to metal surfaces. The issues occur when the
antenna is unable to circumvent the metal entrapment such as a steel box. If the desired
location is in a particularly metallic area it is recommended to test the location before usage. A
common and simple test for the location is to see if a cell phone can receive a phone call at the
exact location the device is being placed. If the phone is unable to communicate then the GPS
device will show similar results. This is not a perfect test, since other factors can influence
connectivity. It is also important to point out that, similarly to a phone call being dropped, a GPS
device is equally susceptible to losing connection in poor coverage areas. The satellite count
determines two key factors, the consistency of connection for the device, and the coverage
connection of a particular area.

Device is currently at a random location in Oklahoma: US Fleet Tracking is
located out of Oklahoma and when a device is activated it may push an update to its last
location. Take the device out for a test drive to acquire new information.

Device is showing location data strangely: The tracker is directional; this means
it can be utilized with a magnet, but because of this it does matter what direction the device is
facing. If you're utilizing a magnetic case, insert the tracker clip/extended battery side down. The
antenna is located on the smooth side of the tracker.

If there is no wireless data service: It’s possible you could be in an area with poor
or limited GSM wireless data service. Consult GSM coverage maps to confirm, or move the
device to a more populated area to see if the problem persists. LIVE technical support agents
are available at 405.726.9900.

Device has no power: Check to confirm the lights blink periodically on the top of the
device. Recharge the battery to continue operation. If the device is dormant, shake the device
vigorously to trigger motion detection.



My SMS alerts and/or email alerts aren’t coming through: There are
several possible reasons for this problem: either (A) you did not check the box in front of the
SMS entry on the “Alert Editor”, (B) you have a 1 in front of your number (14057269900) when
the 1 is not supported by your wireless carrier, (C) you do NOT have a 1 in front of your number
and the carrier requires it, (D) the SMS text message was caught by a spam filter at your local
wireless carrier (they decided it was spam), or (E) the wireless carrier simply failed to deliver the
message. Wireless carriers do not guarantee delivery of SMS text messages. We’ve seen cases
where some messages were delivered in 20 seconds, while others were delivered days later. To
confirm Alert notifications are being sent properly, set up an email alert (and make sure the
email isn’t going into your spam filter).

External power on device issues: If external power such as being plugged in or a
power bank is being used in order to bypass internal battery life limitations make sure to remove
the internal battery. When the device is drawing power consistently its primary goal is to
recharge the battery, but prolonged recharge while in operation can damage the battery's ability
to hold a charge resulting in the device no longer being able to function. To avoid this, remove
the internal battery so that the device can function primarily from the external power input.

Device is no longer updating as of the 1st of the month: The device may
have been deactivated for non payment. Contact a SpyCentre representative.

Red blinking light on device: If a Red LED light is blinking this could indicate several
things: either (A) the device is updating, or (B) the device is unable to connect and the device is
charging or low on power. If any unusual lights are present on the device contact the LIVE
technical support agents at 405.726.9900.

If I deactivate my device will the information be lost?: Not immediately.
When a device becomes deactivated no new data will populate on the account, but all the
reports and recorded data will be visible for the next 90 days. After that time the information will
be removed from the account. If removed information is needed to be recovered contact a LIVE
technical support agent at 405.726.9900.

Report System FAQ: LIVE technical support agents at 405.726.9900

Standard Report: This report gives you the basic information generated by the selected
device, such as speed, latitude and longitude on a given date. First, select the vehicle, and then
select the date of the report; dates must be within the last 90 days. Click the “Generate” button
to run your report. You can view the report within the browser or print it out.



Start/Stop Report: This report will generate a list of all stops longer than whatever
minimum stop time you choose; you can view or print the addresses of all stops made on the
day of the report and you may also run the “Ignition” report from this window.

Excessive Idling: When your trucks are idling, they may be wasting gas and costing you
money. This report gives you a list of all incidents of vehicles idling for longer than the minimum
time you specify.

PTO Sensor Report: This report graphically illustrates when and where your PTO
compatible hard-wire only GPS Trackers send alerts to the live tracking system. For each
instance, the date, time, address, speed and switch status are reported.

Vapor Trail: Use this report to view a complete graphic report of a GPS Tracker’s activities.
All travel records for the selected date and time are compiled and displayed on the map.

Enhanced Report: This report contains all data captured regarding a given GPS Tracker
during a selected time and date range.

Aggressive Driving: Lead-footed drivers cost you money; use this report to monitor rapid
changes in speed that are often associated with aggressive driving behaviors.

For additional information, contact our LIVE technical support agents at 405.726.9900 (7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Mondays - Fridays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays, Central Time)
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